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Image 1 Nüw Modelbuch: allerley gattungen Dantelschnur : so diser zyt in hoch Tütschlanden geng und brüchig sind 

 
 

Origins 
 



Bobbin lace appears to have come into practice in the mid-16th century. It is likely developed from open 
cutwork edging (or reticella), openwork seaming and loop edging.1 The extant lace is often made of fine 
silk, linen or metallic thread. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The earliest pattern book for bobbin lace is “Nüw Modelbuch, Allerley Gattungen Däntelschnür” (Author 

unknown) printed in 1561. The book claims that he author of the book had been teaching bobbin lace 

for twelve years, and the craft was brought from Venice to Zuirch in 1536.2 By the end of the 16th 

century, bobbin lace was being made all over Europe.3  

 

 

 

 

Lace making appears to have stayed a “woman’s art” throughout the 16th 

century when other find crafts were becoming the domain of male dominated guilds.4 

                                                             
1 “The Origins of Lace” The Lace Guild, Accessed August 13 2014 http://www.laceguild.org/craft/history.html. 
2 Laurie Waters. “A New Interpretation of Certain Bobbin Lace Patterns in Le Pompe, 1559”. Textile Society of 
America Symposium Proceedings, Paper 754. 
3 The Origins of Lace 
4 “Lace and Lacemaking in the Time of Vermeer” Essential Vermeer. Accessed August 13 2014 
http://www.essentialvermeer.com/lace/lace.html#.U-xUM2Pl6Dw 

Image 3 Silver-glit thread 
Bobbin Lace on a decorated 
box c. 1560-70 © Victoria & 
Albert Museum 

Image 2 Border of Bobbin Lace - Linen - 
Late 16 century © Victoria & Albert 
Museum 

Image 5 Goltzius, Hendrick - 
Spitzenklopplerin – 1590 – Female 
Lacemaker 

Image 6 Leather, tapestry-
woven in silk and gold 
threads, metal bobbin lace, 
spangles 1590-1610 © 
Victoria & Albert Museum 

Image 4 Linen embroidered with silk, 
with bobbin lace insertions 1550-1600 
© Victoria & Albert Museum 

http://www.laceguild.org/craft/history.html


Bobbin lace was originally used between pieces of fabric (as seen in Image 3) as trimming on a garment 

(see image 5) and on household linens (see image 4)  

Bobbin lace was worked in a pillow (flat or curved) with pairs of bobbins wound in the threads the lace 

would be made from.  Pins were used to hold the bobbins and sections of the lace in place. Pins also 

kept the shape of the piece through sections being worked. Later bobbin lace pillows gave way to barrel 

like pillows which could be rolled as the pattern moved.  Designs were likely handed down within 

families but by the late 16th century, pattern books were commercially available. 

Materials 
 
Litzbety Size 20 Cotton Thread 
Foam pressed board 
18 Hardwood bobbins 
Glass head pins 
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